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REGARDING HYDROJEN GENERATION AND IGNITION

1. O. What is the scope and overall conclusions of this
testimony?

A. This testimony delineates the analyses and associ-
ated physical process related to hydrogen ignition
and burning which show that:

.

(a) Hypothetically assuming that a TMI-type
accident occurred at McGuire, burning amounts
of hydrogen in excess of the amount associated
with the metal-water reaction reported to have
occurred at TMI would result in containment

; pressures less than the McGuire containment
pressure capability of 67.5 psig reported in'

previous tertimony; and
1

(b) The ignition and burning of hydrogen under
conditions encountered in the assumed event at
McGuire is theoretically and experimentally
supported.

2. Q. Have the McGuire facility, drawings, specifica-
tions, and other pertinent materials been examined
and analyzed, and do the answers contained herein
reflect this examination and analyses?

A. Yes. The McGuire containment and pertinent systems

|
inside the containment have been physically observed

| and analyzed. Further, the pertinent documents
associated with such systems have been analyzed.
The answers in this testimony give consideration to
such observations and analyses.
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3. Q. Has an analysis been performed to determine the
response of McGuire to a TMI-type event assuming a
case (b) ignition and burning sequence as noted in
your response to Question 35?

A. Yes. An analysis has been performed to determine
the pressures that would occur if the events which
resulted in hydrogen production at TMI-2 were
hypothetically assumed to occur at McGuire.

Under this hypothetical condition, hydrogen would
be produced by the following chemical reaction:

,

Zr + 2H O --) Zr02 + 2H2 + heat2

The total amount of zirconium contained in the
fuel cladding is approximately 45,000 lbm.

The interconnected volumes of the McGuire con-
tainment were analyzed including the lower con-
tainment, ice condenser, upper containment and
dead-ended volumes. Further, the effects of the
ice condenser, containment sprays and air return

;

|
fans were included. The containment sprays, air

|
return fans, and hydrogen skimmer fans will be in
operation well before any hydrogen generation since'

they are actuated by a 3 psig lower containment
pressure which will be reached on the initial

,

|
blewdown early in the accident. The transient
pressure, flow and gas concentrations were calcu-!

lated.

The amount of hydrogen assumed to be released
into the lower containment exceeded the 50 percent
metal-water reaction reported in the TMI-2 event.

Ignition of the hydrogen was assumed to occur
if the concer.tration reached 10 volume percent.
This hydrogen ignition then resulted in complete
burning with all energy absorbed in the atmos-
phere. No credit vas' included for~ energy losses to

passive structures.

Since ignition would probably/ occur at lower
;
' concentrations than the 10% used, this analysis

results in higher calculated pressures than-
would actually be expected in the volume experi-
encing the burn. Energy losses to the passive
structures would further reduce the pressure.

|

|
*

|
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Eydregen builds up in the lower containment at the
start of the transient until 10 volume percent is
reached. After ignition, the pressure is relieved
by flow out of the lower containment through the
ice condenser. Energy is extracted in the ice
condenser leading to very small pressure increases
in the upper containment. Hydrogen builds up again
in the lower containment, and air is circulated by
the air return fans leading to another ignition.
This process repeats until the hydrogen concentra-
tion can no longer reach the 10 volume percent. No
credit was taken for continuous burning in the
upper plenum of the ice condenser as would be the
case in a case (c) ignition and burning sequence
referenced in the response to Question 35. The
results of this analysis show that if multiple
hydrogen burns occur such as reported in a case (b)
sequence (See Question 35), the peak pressure is
less than 16 psig.

5 Q. Is this analysis consistent with the theoretical
and experimental data relative to the burning of
hydrogen?

A. Yes.

In particular:
i

(a) Given an ignition source, hydrogen in concen-
trations above 8.5% will burn in a propagating
manner. Therefore, for the analysis deline-
ated above the assumption of propagating burns
is justified;

(b) The pressures calculated from the hydrogen
burns in the analysis discussed above are
conservative because experimental results show
that theoretical pressures are not realized
for burns of hydrogen below about 12% concen-
tration;

(c) The McGuire igniters will ignite mixtures
which are above the flammable limit;.

(d) For the TMI-type. event in the McGuire_contain-
ment, the high velocity hydrogen steam jet
will entrain air such that detonable mixtures
are precluded from occurring.

-
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6 Q. What basic characteristics of hydrogen behavior
support the conclusions contained in this testimony?

A. There are two important characteristics: distri-
bution characteristics and burning character-
istics of hydrogen.

.

7. Q. What are the distribution characteristics of
hydrogen?

A. Hydrogen rapidly mixes with other gases. Mixing
results principally from jet stream entrainment and
also from convection and turbulence.

8. Q. Please explain the mixing of hydrogen by jet stream

entrainment?

A. In case of a TMI-2-type event, hydrogen and steam
will issue in the form of a high velocity jet from
the break. Such a jet becomes turbulent due to
shear flow and engulfs or entrains the surrounding
medium. It has been well established that the rate
of entrainment is such that a volume ,f the sur-

rounding medium equal to the flow race of the jet
is drawn into the jet in a distance about 2-1/2
times the jet crifice diameter.

9. Q. Please explain the term convection?

A. Convection is a flow generated by density differ-
ences. This flow facilitates mixing.

10. Q. Please explain the term turbulence?

A. Turbulence is randem eddy motion in a gaseous (or
liquid) medium. The size of the eddies are small
ecmpared with dimensions of the system.

11. Q. Please explain the impact of turbulence on mixing?

A- A high degree of turbulence promotes rapid and
complete mixing. Such turbulence can arise frem
many sources such as the blowdewn like that associ-
ated with the TMI accident, from fan-induced
airficw, frcm water sprays and_frem steam and
hydrogen jets.
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12. C. Once hydrogen has mixed, will it separate?

A. No. Gases once mixed will not unmix by themselves.

13. Q. Ecw will hydrogen distribute itself in any given
compartment?

A. Hydrogen mixing by the above described prccesses
will result in uniform concentrations in any given

.

compartment.

14. Q. What are the relevant burning characteristics of
hydrogen?

A. The important burning characteristics are flammabil-
icy and detonation limitr, min 4imum ignition energy,
cuenching distance, burning velocity and transition
from deflagration to detonation.

15. Q. Please explain the terms deflagration and detona-
tion?

A. Deflagration is the propagation of a slow flame
through a flammable mixture. Deflagration in an
enclosed volume generates pressure. The fuel
concentration range over which burning can occur is
bounded by the limits of flammability. Detonation
is a shock wave mcving with supersonic speed in

,

which the burning process is completed. In datona- j

tions peak transient pressures far exceed pressures ,

of deflagrations.

16. Q. What are the deflagration and detonation limins?

A. At ordinary temperature and pressure the icwer
deflagration limit (ordinarily referred ec as the
icwer fla==able limit) of hydrogen in air is 4.0%
hydrogen by volume for upward propaga:ing flame,
about 6.5% hydrogen for horizontal propagation and
about 8.5 to 9% hydregen for downward propaga-
tion. The detonation limits are generally given as
18% to 59% hydrogen.

!

17. Q. Please explain the term icwer flammable limit?

l A The icwer flammable limit is the icwest concentra-
tien of fuel at which a flame can prcpagate through

l the mixture.

!

I
i

!

!
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18. Q. Is trere an upper flammable limit?

A. Yes.

19. Q. Please explain the term upper flammable limit?'

A. The upper flammtble limit is the highest concentra-
tion of fuel at which a flame can propagate through

.
s

'

the mixture.'

20. Q. Please explain the term minimum ignition energy?

A. Minimum ignition energy is the smallest amount of
energy in a spark that will ignite a given mixture
of hydrogen and air, and result in flame propaga-
tion. For example, the minimum ignition energy in
7% hydrcgen is .58 millijoule; 10% hydrogen, .16
millijoule; and 15% hydrogen. .043 millijoule.;

These are very low energy lgvels. For example, 1
4

|aillijoule equals 2.4 x 10 calories which is .

:
equivalent to the energy required to raise 1/5000
of a cc of water 1*C. For perspective pur-
poses, sprrks typically emanating from industrial
machinery contain far more energy than the minimum
ignition energy for the hydrogen concentrations of
interest.

21. Q. Please explain the term quenching distance?

A. Quenching distance is the smallest opening or
distance between two plates that will allow a flame
of a given composition of fuel and air to pass
through without the flame being quenched by
loss of heat to the walls. In 7% hydrogen the

; quenching distance is 2.78 mm; in 10% hydrogen,
|

1.65 mm; and in 15% hydrogen, . 8 3 tam . Thus, it is

|
seen that flames of hydrogen can pass through
rather small openings.

|
|

| 22. Q. Please explain the term burning velocity?

A. Burning velocity is the rate at which the flame
propagates intora quiescent mixtura at rignt angles
to the flame surface. Another term used for this
property is leninar burning velocity. It is a fun-

f damental parameter of flammable mixtures, data on
which allow important deductions to be made about
the characteristics of propagating. flames. In the

i
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hydrogen concentration range of interest approxi-
mate values for burning velocity are:

for 7% H , 30 cm/sec.3
10% H,, 40 cm/sec.
20% H}, 65 cm/sec.

23. Q. Please explain the phrase, transition from defla-
gration to detonation?

A. There are at least two mechanisms by which a
deflagration can undergo a transition to d' econ-
ation assuming a thermal ignition source.

(a) As a flame propagates in a vessel, it ac-
celerates due to turbulence and other factors.
With each increment of velocity a pressure
wave is generated by charmal expansion that
travels forward with sonic velocity. Because
the temperature of the medium is raised by
propagation of the pressure wave each succeed-
ing pressure wave travels at somewhat higher
velocity than the preceding pressure wave.
This results in a coalescence of the waves
forming a shock wave, ignition in which may
lead to the initiation of a detonation we.ve.

(b) As a flame accelerates, the front of the
wave becemes raggsd and wider thus developing
what is known as a " flame brush". A large
amount of combustion wave surface is packed
in the brush. Under such conditions a rela-
tively large mass of gas may burn suddenly
forming a shock from which emerges a detona-
tion wave.

24. Q. Then, an ordinary combustion wave has to travel
scme distance frem its ignition source before
transition to detonation takes place?

A. Yes, this is true. This is called the run-up
distance. It varies with .the' mixture composi-
tien, geometry of the vessel and toisome extent
with temperature and pressure.

25. Q. Do environmental considerations have a significant
impact on the burning characteristics of hydrogen?

A. Yes.
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26. Q. What environmental considerations have a significant'

impact on the burning characteristics of hydrogen?

A. Environmental considerations which have a signifi-
cant impact are turbulence, pressure, temperature,
presence of steam and presence of water spray.

27. Q. Please explain the impact of turbulence on hydrogen
burning?

A. Turbulence:

(a) narrows the flammable limits;
(b) increases the minimum ignition energy;
(c) increases quenching distance;
(d) increases burning velocity, but excessive

turbulence can extinguish flame; and
(e) accelerates transition to detonation.

28. Q. What are the sources of turbulence?

A. As noted, turbulence can arise from the blowdown
associated with the TMI-type accident, from fan-in-
duced air flow, from water sprays and from steam
and hydrogen jets. In addition, turbulence .Ay be

generated by the ' :rbulent flame.

29. Q. Please explain the impact of initial pressure on
hydrogen burning?

A. The effect of initial pressure on hydrogen burning
is not important in the pressure range of interest
here.

30. Q. Please explain the impact of initial temperature on
hydrogen burning?

.

A. The effect of Anitial temperature on hydrogen
burning is not bnpo rtant in the temperature range
of interest here.

31. Q. Please explain the impact of the presence of steam
on hydrogen burning? 7 3- . _ ,

.

A. Steam in rir up to about 50% has only a minor
| effect on the lower flammable Ibnit and other

burning characteristics of hydrogen. Steam in air
in excess of approximately 65% will render any

,

hydrogen-steam-air mixture nonflammable.
i

1
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32. C. Please e:: plain the impact of a water
spray en hydrogen burning?

A. The main effect of a water spray is to act as a
heat sink and thereby reduce the pressure generated
by hydrogen burning in the containment.

33. O. Dces the volume of a container influence the final
ccmbustion pressure?

A. No. For the same initial conditions of tempera-
ture, pressure and hydrogen concentration, the
final pressure will be the same regardless of
container volume.

34. Q. Assuming that a hypothetical TMI-type accident
cccurred at McGuire resulting in the generation of
hyd rog en, what wculd be the resulting hydrogen
distribution in containment?

A. In such a situation, the pressure in the primary
coolant system would cause the resulting hydrogen
and steam mixture exiting the break to enter the
lcwer containment in the ferm of a high velocity,
turbulent jet. Such a jet entrains the surrounding
medium by turbulent mixing. The length of the jet
recuired for effective mixing will be small as
ccmpared with the dimensions of the icwer McGuire
containment. Thus, mixing of the hydrogen-steam jet
with the air in the lower containment will be rapid
and ccmplete.

.
In addition to jet entrainment m i x.' n g , turbulence

! in the icwer containment created by the air-return
fans accelerates rapid mixing of hydrogen with the

, atmosphere in the icwer containment.'

Based on the ccmbination of these ef fects, the
|

mixture composition in the icwer containment can be
' calculated frem the flew rates of the various

constituents.'

r

Scme of the hydrogen-steam-air mixture will ficw
into the so-called " dead-ended" chambers. Due to
flew and turbulence in these chambers, mixing will,

I be rapid and complete. Since there-are exit paths,
I the pressure will force recirculation of this mix-

ture. This assures that the hydrogen concentra-
tions in these volumes do not vary significantly

' from that of the remainder of the icwer containment.
l

I

|
| r
E-- - --_ _ - m-. ._ , . . . _ . ,,.
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From the icwer containment, the hydrogen steam-air
mixture will pass through the ice condenser where
steam is removed and only a hydrogen-air mixture
will emerge at the top. The latter mixture emerging
from the ice condenser passes into the upper
containment where it mixes turbulently with the air
in the upper containment. This mixing is aided by
the water spray from the containment spray system.
The two containment air return fans will circulate
such hydrogen-air mixtures frem the upper contain-
ment back into the lower containment. It should be
noted tha- these fans each have a 30,000 CFM
capacity and together can turn around the totalg
containment volume of 1.2 x 1C cubic feet in
approximately 20 minutes. Thus, the fans enhance
the rapid mixing of hydrogen.

35. O. Describe the hydrogen ic..ltion and burning sequence
which would occur should a TMI-type accident
hypothetically occur at McGuire?

A. The ignition and burning of hydrogen generated in a
TMI-type accident at McGuire will occur by:

(a) a continuous burn at the top of the ice con-
,

densers;I

|

(b) a series of burns initiated in the lower con-
,

tainment; or
,

! (c) a combination of (a) and (b)~above.
It should be noted that of these three burning

,

| sequences, the successive burns of hydrogen initi-
| ated in the lower containment (case (b) above) will
' result in the highest peak pressures.

Should a hypothetical TMI-type accident occur
at McGuire, the resulting hydrogen will be evenly.
mixed inside the icwer containment in a hydrogen-
steam-air atmosphere. The mixture will pass from.

|
the lower containment through - the ice condensers

i
where the steam is removed and emerge frem the ic

j condensers as a hydrogen-air mixture. As the
concentration of hydrogen in the hydrogen-steam-air
mixture in the lower' containment increases due to -" -

hydrogen production inside the core and venting of
such hydrogen.into the lower containment, the con-
centration-of hydrogen in the hydrogen-air mixture
exiting the ice condenser will correspondingly

| increase.

$
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If this concentration reaches approximately 2,5%
hydrcgen a: the exit of the ice condenser the
distributed ignition syster will cause such hydro-
gen to ignite and burn (case (a)). Bur.:i"g will
continue until the concentration of hydrogen
exiting the ice condenser falls belcw approximately
8.5%. The air return fans will continue to recir-
culate the combustion products from the upper
containment to the icwer containment. Therefore,

all er most of the hydrogen would be burned at the
ecp of the ice condenser with only small pressure
development for the McGuire containment.

If the hydrogen-steam-air mixture in the lower
containment beccmes flammable, the distributed
ignition system will cause ignition and a propa-
gating burn will develop (case (b)). Multiple
burns will ensue as described previously. Using
the conservative assumption that no credit is taken*

for the continuous burning at the sep of the ice
condenser, the results of the analysis presented
previcusly show that the containment pressures are
well within the reported containment failurt
pressure of 67.5 psig.

36. G. Is it assured that hydrogen at concentrations of
8.5% in air and at somewhat higher concentrations
than 8.5% in steam-air mixtures will ignite in the
presence of McGuire igniters?

A. Yes. Based en experimental and theoretical data,
it can be unequivocally stated that if. hydrogen at
an 8.5% concentration in the presence of air exits
the ice condensers at McGuire, such hydrogen will
be ignized by the igniters located at the exit path.
of the ice condenser and burn without abrupt
pressure rise. Further, hydrcgen at a concentra-
tion exceeding approximately 8.5% in a hydrogen--
steam-air mixture, uniformly distributed thrcughout
the icwer containment, would be ignited by McGuire
igniters. This occurrence would be repeated as
succeeding flammable mixtures are formed.

The aforementioned'cenclusions are substantiated by
experimental tests ' of gicw plugs of precisely the
same design as those used at McGuire. With thef-

gicw plugs at 1,720*F all flammable mixtures
ignited in every test.

-

9
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37. Q. In the event of the ignition and burning of hydro-
gen produced in a hypothetical TMI-type accident'at
McGuire would the essential equipment needed for
the safe shutdown of the plant be so affected as to
impair its ability to safely perform its intended
function?

A. No.

38. Q. What is the basis for your conclusions?

A. The equipment essential for safe shutdown is as
follows:

(1) Containment air return fans
(2) Hydrogen skimmer fans
(3) Hydregen igniters
(4) Steam generator water level transmitters
(5) Pressurizer water level transmitters
(6) Reactor coolant syrtem lcop resistence

temperature detectors
(7) Core exit thermoccuples
(8) Reactor coolant system pressure trans-

mitters
(9) Containment water level transmitters
Based upon the range of temperatures this equipment
can survive and based upon a consideration of the
temperature of the flame front, its speed and
duration, the heat transfer from the hot burned
gases, the time for the hot burned products to
return to ambient temperatures, and the total heat
energy available, it is concluded that the essen-
tial equipment needed for the safe shutdown of the
plant will not be so affected by the combustion of
the hydrogen so as to impair its abiltty to safely
perform its intended function.

39. Q. Has this determination been substantiated?

A. Yes. The TMI experience indicates that equipment
essential for shutdown can survive a hydrogen burn.
Tests conducted by Fenwal, Inc. add further support
to this conclusion. See " Duke Power Company, An,

'

Analysis of Hydrogen Control Measures at McGuire
Nuclear Station" Vol. 3 (January 5, 1981.

,
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BELA KARLOVITZ

Business Address: 1016 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 15222

Education: Mechanical Engineer, Technical University,
Budapest, Hungary (1926)

Electrical Engineer, Federal Institute of
Technology, Zurich, Switzerland (1928)

Activity:

1928-1938 - Electric Public Utility System, Budapest,
Hungary - Section Engineer in technical
ranagement.

1934-1938 - Originated concept magnetohydredynamic (MHD)
power generation; designed and patented this
system in collaboration with Dr. Denes Halass.

1938-1947 - Conducted experimental research on magneto-
hydrodynamic power generation for Westing-
house Electric Corporation in U.S.

1947-1953 - Chief of Flame Research Section of the U.S.Bureau of Mines in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
1 Engaged in research on laminar and turbulent

flame phenomena. Developed theory of turbitlent
flame propogation and originated the concept of,

( flame stretch and theory of flame generated
turbulence.

1953-Present - Member of Combustion and Explosives Re-
search, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvenia.
Consultant for fundamental combustion

! problems for Government agencies, indus-
,

tries, and research institutes. This
activity involved work on, among other
things, safety of test facilities handling
hydrogen, piloting of hydrogen flames and;

control of flame instabilities;'

originated and developed the~ electrically
augmented flame. Designed and patented a
clean burning spark ignition engine based on
fundamental turbulent flame theory. Investi-

I gated numerous industrial explosions, parti-i

cipated in the safe design of chemical
|
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4 process sytems. Participated in the study
of hydrogen explosion problems of the
nuclear pcwer industry, participated in the
study of the explosion hazards of the Saturn
rockets and the Space Shuttle for NASA.

Publications: Author of numerous publications relating
to plasma phencmena, turbulent flames,
flame stretch concept, ccmbustion insta-
bility, and electrically augmented flames.

Holder of patents concerning industrial
application of flames, electrically aug-
mented flames, and emission control system
for spark ignition engines. Invited
speaker at several International Scientific
Symposia in subjects including flame
phencmena.

Memberships: American Physical Society: The Combustion
Institute; and Registered Professional

i Engineer.

Awards: The 1970 Sernard Lewis Gold Medal of the Cem-
bustion Institute; Honary Pr(sident, Sixth |

! International MHD Conference, Washington,
D.C., 1975.
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DAVI D K. GOESER
Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions

Westinghouse Electic Corporation
i

I

My n&ne is David K. Goeser. My business address is Westing-
house Electric Corporation, P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, 15230. I am employed by Westinghouse Electric ;

Corporation as the Manager, Risk Assessment Technology '

within the Nuclear Safety Department of the Nuclear Tech-
nology Division. I am responsible for the program manage-
ment for integration of all Westinghouse activities address-
ing the reduction of risk resulting from severe accidents
including developing and implementing probabilistic risk
assessment methods, models and analytical capabilities.

!
I attended the Illinois Institute of Technology frem 1963 to

i 1966, received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical
Engineering in 1966 and received a Master of Science Degree

i from the University of Pittsburgh in 1968.

I joined the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in 1967 at
,

the Acvanced Reactor Division wherein I held various manage-'

ment positions relating to protection and control, safety,
licensing, reliability and systems integration associated
with the Clinch River Breeder Reactor plant project. I

joined the Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions in 1980 as;

the Manager, Risk Assessment Technology in the Nuclear
Safety Department.
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Professional Qualifications
of

WILLIAM H. RASIN
Design Engineer'

Duke Power Company

.

My name is William H. Rasin. My business address is 442
i

South Church Street, Charlotte, North Carolina, 28242. I am,

j a Design Engineer in the Safety Review, Analysis, and
Licensing Division, Design Engineering Department, Duke
Power Company.

I graduated from the University of Virginia with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Nuclear Engineering.

From June 1977 to the present, I have been employed by Duke
Power Ccmpany in the Design Engineering Department. I am

currently head of the Integrated Systems Analysis Section.
,

Previous assignments with Duke have been as head of the
Nuclear Group and supervisor of the Nuclear Fuels and
Licensing subgroups. I was a member of the initial contin-
gent of Duke engineers which responded to the Three Mile
Island accident and served on the Industry Advisory Group
at the TMI site.

!

My major responsibility is currently to coordinate and
direct Design Engineering's efforts to address the hydrogen
issue.

Prior to my empicyment with Duke Power Company, I spent
approximately 6 years at the University of Virginia Research
Reactor Facility as Staff Reactor Engineer. In this posi-
tion, I held a Senior Reactor Operator License from.the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I also spent approximately
eight years in the U. S . Naval Nuclear Power Program where I
was qualified as a Reactor Operator and Engineering Officer
of the Watch.

I am a member of the Safety and Analysis Task Force of the
Electric Pcwer Research Institute, a member of the American
Nuclear Society, and a registered Professional Engineer in
North Carolina.
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